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By Michael Farrell

Palgrave Macmillan. Hardcover. Condition: New. 272 pages. This book rewrites the history of
Australian literature as the rough beginnings of a new literacy. Farrells investigations of the
colonial, material page begins with Bennelongs letter of 1796, and continues through bushranger
Ned Kellys famous Jerilderie letter, Jongs Chinese-Australian phrase-chains, Harpurs proto prose
poem, Dorothea Mackellars coded diaries, Christopher Brennan-does-Mallarm (and collage), and
ends with Mary Fullertons quotation game Bromide. Here you will find songs, letters and visual
poems by Indigenous farmers and stockmen, the unpunctuated journals of early settler women,
drover tree-messages and carved clubs, and a meta-commentary on settlement from Moore River
(the place escaped from in The Rabbit-Proof Fence). The book borrows the figure of the assemblage
to suggest the active and revisable nature of Australian writing, arguing against the settling effects
of its prior editors, anthologists and historians. It resists offering a new canon, but offers instead an
unsettled space in which to rethink Australian writing. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea  Leg r os V-- Lea  Leg r os V

An incredibly great book with perfect and lucid answers. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You will not sense monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you question me).
-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .
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